
WORD COUNT ESSAY RULES

The word limit that you are given reflects the level of detail required. This means that if your assignment is too long,
you're either taking too.

Do you have one example too many? For those who perpetually end up with too few words, you need to figure
out ways to increase your essay word count. A word essay is 5 paragraphs. Below are some suggestions to do
this. A 1, word essay is 8 to 9 paragraphs. Cut and paste word counter â€” A Java script you can add to your
website or blog to count words in a paragraph or other text. So that brings up more questions. Make sure you
have fully explained or analyzed each example, and try to develop your points in more detail. You should
always aim to meet the minimum length given in your assignment. Counts words that are entirely
alphabetically and words that contain letters and numbers. Built-in counters like the one in Word takes the
guess work out of measuring word counts. In longer and more complex essays, you might need to lay out the
background and introduce your argument over two or three paragraphs. This might involve revising your
thesis statement to make a more ambitious argument. A 9, word essay is 60 paragraphs. Address a different
aspect of your topic in a new paragraph. A 7, word essay is 50 paragraphs. Let me know by leaving a
comment. Regardless of the situation, err in favor on contacting your editor sooner rather than later. This
should guide the development of your thesis statement , which identifies the main topic of your essay and sets
the boundaries of your overall argument. Have you used too many quotes? If you are struggling to edit down:
Check that every paragraph is relevant to your argument, and cut out irrelevant or out-of-place information.
WordCalc â€” This tool counts syllables as well as words, something that anyone writing or studying poetry
would appreciate. Got a burning word count question, or have a secret for trimming extra words from a story?
In short stories â€” and even in long ones â€” quotes can take up a lot of precious space. Share this post:. A 8,
word essay is 53 to 54 paragraphs. For a 3,word article, it would be 2, to 3, words. Graduate school essay â€”
words Graduate-level assignments vary by institution and discipline, but are likely to include longer essays or
research papers. For a 1,word story, that would be words to 1, words. Can I go under the suggested length? A
longer essay should still be focused, but it might call for a broader approach to the topic or a more complex,
ambitious argument. The more focused you can remain on your topic and arguments, the more concise your
writing will be. Essay Content Is More Important Than the Number of Paragraphs Ultimately, your essay will
be evaluated on the information you present, not on the number of paragraphs in the essay. Of course, if there
is a lot of information to cover in order to explore each area, you may need more. Is there an avenue of the
subject you could have delved into in more depth? When you use the best verb possible, it will reduce the
amount of writing you do in most cases.


